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(57)Abstract;

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To quickly generate beautiful thumbnail
pictures.

SOLUTION; An image pickup element 2 of this image processor converts an
optical image on a photographing lens 10 into an electric signal, and an A/0
converter 14 converts an output of the image pickup device 12 into a digital

signal. Output data (original picture data) of the A/D converter 14 are
temporarily stored in a DRAM 16, A signal processing circuit 20 applies
camera signal processing to the original image data to generate luminance
data and color difference data. A thumbnail generating circuit 22 integrates

outputs of the character 20 in horizontal and vertical directions to generate
thumbnail pictures. The DRAM 16 stores the thumbnail pictures. A switch
24 first selects the output of the signal processing circuit 20 to be given to
a compression circuit 26 and then selects the thumbnail pictures from the
DRAM 16 to be given to tho compression circuit 26. The compression
circuit 26 compresses the received mage data in compliance with the JPEG
system and records the compressed data into recording medium 30.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCiPI are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which C3n not be translated.

3Jn the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim l] An image data input means to input image data, and a signal-processing means to perform predetermined signal
processing to the image data inputted by the image data input means concerned. A contraction image generation means to
generate and store temporarily the contraction imsge data reduced to predetermined size from the output image of the signal-
processing means concerned. The image processing system characterized by having the control means which operates a picture
compression means to compress the given image data, and the contraction image generation means concerned and the
compression means concerned, in parallel.

[Claim 2] The image processing system according to claim 1 with which the tm3ge data input means concerned consists of a
storage means to memorize image data, and a read-out means to read in order the image data concerned memorized by the
storage means concerned per block of predetermined size, and to supply it to the signal-processing means concerned.
[Claim 3] The image processing system possessing the integral means with which the contraction image generation means
concerned integrates covering the vertical number of predetermined Rhine while integrating with the output image of the signal-
processing means concerned covering the horizontal number of predetermined pixels according to claim 1.

[Claim 4] The image processing system according to claim I with which the image data input means concerned possesses an
image pick-up means to change en optical image into an electrical signal, an A/D-eonversion means to change the analog output
of the image pick-up means concerned into a digital signal, and a memory means to store temporarily the output data of the A/D
converter concerned.
[Claim 5] The image-processing approach characterized by to consist of the signal-processing step which performs
predetermined signal processing to input image data, the contraction image generation step which generates the contraction
image data reduced to predetermined size from the image data based on the signal-processing step concerned, and is stored
temporarily, a compression step which carries out picture compression of the image data based on the signal-processing step
concerned, and a control step which operate the contraction image generation step concerned and the compression step
concerned to coincidence.

[Claim 6] Furthermore, the image-processing approach according to claim 5 of providing the image supply step which reads in

order the image data memorized by the storage means per block of predetermined size, 3nd makes it the input image data
concerned of the signal-processing step concerned.
[Claim 7] The image-processing approach according to claim 5 of providing the integral step with which it integrates covering the
vertical number of predetermined Rhine while the contraction image generation step concerned integrates with the image data
based on the signal-processing stop concerned covering the horizontal number of predetermined pixels.
[Claim 8] Furthermore, the image-processing approach according to claim 5 of providing the image pick-up step which changes
an optical image into an electrical signal, the A/O-conversion step which changes into a digital signal the analog picture signal
acquired by the image pick-up step concerned, and the storage step which stores temporarily the image data based on the A/0—
conversion step concerned in memory, and is made into the input image data concerned of the signal-processing stop concerned,

[Claim 9] The storage which carries out [ memorizing the program software which performs the image-processing approach which
consists of the signal-processing step which performs predetermined signal processing to input image data, the contraction image
generation step which generate the contraction image data which reduced from the image data based on the signal-processing
Step concerned to predetermined size, and store temporarily, a compression step which carry out the picture compression of the
image data based on the signal-processing step concerned, and a control step which operate the contraction image generation
step concerned and the compression step concerned to coincidence, and ] as the description.
[Claim 10] The storage possessing the image supply step to which the image-processing approach concerned reads in order the
image data memorized by the storage means per block of predetermined size, and makes it further the input image data
concerned of the signer-processing step concerned according to claim 9.

[Claim 11] The storage according to claim 9 which possesses the integral step with which it integrates covering the vertical
number of predetermined Rhine while the contraction image generation step concerned integrates with the image data based on
the signal-processing step concerned covering the horizontal number of predetermined pixels,
[Claim 1 2] An image data input means to input image data, and a signal-processing means to perform predetermined signal
processing to the image data inputted by the image data input means concerned, A contraction image generation means to
generate and store temporarily the contraction image data reduced to predetermined size from the output image of the signal-
processing means concerned, A selection means to choose cither the output image of the signal-processing means concerned, or
the output image of the contraction image generation means concerned. A picture compression means to compress the image
data chosen by the selection means concerned. The image processing system characterized by consisting of a record medium
which records the output of the picture compression means concerned, and recording the compression image data of the output
image of the signal-processing means concerned, and the compression image data of the contraction image generated by the
contraction image generation means concerned on the record medium concerned.
[Claim 13] Trie image processing system according to claim 12 with which the image data input means concerned consists of a
storage means to memorize image data, and a read-out means to read in order the image data concerned memorized by the
storage means concerned per block of predetermined size, and to supply it to the signal-processing means concerned.
[Claim 14] The image processing system possessing the integral means with which the contraction image generation means



concerned integrates covering the vertical number of predetermined Rhino while integrating with the output image of the signal-
processing means concerned covering the horizontal number of predetermined pixels according to claim 1 2,

[Claim 15] The image processing system according to claim 12 with which the image data input means concerned possesses an
image pick-up means to change an optical image into an electrical signal, an A/D~conversicn means to change the analog output
of the image pick-up means concerned into a digital signal, and a memory means to store temporarily the output data of the A/P
converter concerned.

[Claim 16] The signal-processing step which performs predetermined signal processing to input image data, and the contraction
image generation step which generates and stores temporarily the contraction image data reduced to predetermined size from
the image data based on the signal-processing step concerned. The 1st compression step which carries out picture compression
of the image data based on the signal-processing step concerned, The image-processing approach characterized by consisting of
the 2nd compression step which carries out picture compression of the contraction image data based on the contraction image
generation stop concerned, and a record step which records the image data compressed at the 1 st and 2nd compression Steps
concerned on a record medium.
[Claim 17] Furthermore, the image-processing approach according to claim 16 of providing the image supply step which reads in
order the image data memorized by the storage means per block of predetermined size, and makes it the input image data
concerned of the signal-processing step concerned.
[Claim 18] The image-processing approach according to claim 16 of providing the integral step with which it integrates covering
the vertical number of prodetcrmined Rhine while the contraction image generation step concerned integrates with the image
data based on the signal-processing step concerned covering the horizontal number of predetermined pixels.
[Claim 1 9] Furthermore, the image-processing approach according to claim 1 6 of providing the image pick-up step which changes
an optical image into an electrical signal, the A/D-conversion step which changes into a digital signal the analog picture signal
acquired by the image pick-up step concerned, and the storage step which stores temporarily the image data based on the A/D-
conversion step concerned in memory, and is made into the input image data concerned of the signal-processing step concerned.

[Claim 20] The Signal-processing step which performs predetermined signal processing to input image data, and the contraction
image generation step which generates and stores temporarily the contraction image data reduced to predetermined size from
the image data based on the signal-processing step concerned. The 1 st compression step which carries out picture compression
of the image data based on the signal-processing stop concerned. The 2nd compression step which carries out picture
compression of the contraction image data based on the contraction image generation step concerned, The storage
characterized by memorizing the program software which performs the image-processing approach which consists of a record
step which records the image data compressed at the 1st and 2nd compression steps concerned on a record medium.
[Claim 21] The storage possessing the image supply step to which the image-processing approach concerned reads in ordier the
image data memorised by the storage means per block of predetermined size, and makes it further the input image data
concerned of the signal-processing step concerned according to claim 20.
[Claim 22] The storage according to claim 20 which possesses the integral step with which it integrates covering the vertical
number of predetermined Rhine while the contraction image generation step concerned integrates with the image data based on
the signal-processing step concerned covering the horizontal number of predetermined pixels.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] Especially this invention relates to a storage at the image processing system and approach list which
create the thumbnail image while compressing the main image into an image processing system and an approach list about a

storage.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] The JPEG method is learned as a compression method of image data. The JPEG method is adopted
with many digital still cameras, a JPEG method— image data — the block of predetermined sijtc — dividing — the block unit —
a discrete cosine transform and quantisation — and variable length coding is carried out.

[0003] It is necessary to cany out compression record of the thumbnail image together with the main image of photography
drawing on the file format of a digital still camera. For this reason, in the former, after compression record of the main image, a
thumbnail image is created and compression record is carried out. For creation of a thumbnaif image, the main image data is read
from memory, and the data which carried out camera signal processing of it are again written in memory.
[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] In the conventional example, there is a trouble that the time amount from photography
initiation to the completion of record becomes long, by this writing and read-out_ Ccrisequontly, the time lag of photography
becomes long and the number of coma of continuous shooting decrease
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[0005] Moreover, since it thinned out sharply in resizing and the thumbnail image was/cheated, it was difficult for a clinch noise to
occur and to obtain a beautiful thumbnail image. In order to create a beautiful thumbnail image, digital one LPF with many degrees
(low pass fitter) is needed, but if it realises such digital one LPF by hardware, a circuit scale will become large very much, and if

software realizes, it will take long time amount
[0006] This invention solves such a trouble and aims at showing the image processing system and approach list which create a
thumbnail image more quickly a storage.

[0007] This invention aims at showing the image processing system and approach list which croato a beautiful thumbnail image
more quickly again a storage.

[0003]

[Means for Solving the Problem] An image data input means by which the image processing system concerning this invention
inputs image data, A signal-processing means to perform predetermined signal processing to the image data inputted by the
image data input means concerned, A contraction image generation means to generate and store temporarily the contraction
image data reduced to predetermined size from the output image of the signal-processing means concerned, It is characterized
by having the control moans which operates a picture compression means to compress the given image data, and the contraction
image generation means concerned and the compression means concerned, in parallel.

[0009] The image-processing approach concerning this invention is characterized by to consist of the signal-processing Step
which performs predetermined signal processing to input image data, the contraction image generation step which generates the
contraction image data reduced to predetermined si^e from the image data based on the signal-processing step concerned, and
store temporarily, a compression step which carry out the picture compression of the image data based on the signal-processing
step concerned, and a control step which operate the contraction image generation step concerned and the compression step
concerned to coincidence.

[0010] An image data input means by which the image processing system concerning this invention inputs image data, A signal-
processing means to perform predetermined signal processing to the image data inputted by the image data input means
concerned, A contraction image generation means to generate and store temporarily the contraction image data reduced to
predetermined size from the output image of the signal-processing means concerned, A selection means to choose either the
output image of the signal-processing means concerned, or the output image of the contraction image generation moans
concerned. A picture compression means to compress the image date chosen by the selection means concerned. It consists of a
record medium which records the output of the picture compression means concerned, and is characterized by recording the
compression image data of the output image of the signal-processing means concerned, and the compression image data of the
contraction image generated by the contraction image generation means concerned on the record medium concerned.
[00 1 1] The signal-processing step at which the image-processing approach concerning this invention performs predetermined
signal processing to input image data, The contraction image generation step which generates and stores temporarily the
contraction image data reduced to predetermined size from the image data based on the signal-processing step concerned. The
1st compression step which carries out picture compression of the image data based on the signal-processing step concerned, ft

is characterized by consisting of the 2nd compression step which carries out picture compression of the contraction image data
based on the contraction image generation step concerned, and a record stop which records the image data compressed at the
1st and 2nd compression steps concerned on a record medium.
[0012] The program software which performs the above-mentioned image-processing approach is stored in the storage
concerning this invention.

[0013]

[Example] Hereafter, the example of this invention is explained to a detail with reference to a drawing.
[0014] Drawing 1 shows thB outline configuration block Fig. of one example of this invention. The image sensor which changes the y ,%



optical image [ according / 12 / to a taking lens 10 ] according [ 10 ] to a taking lens into an electrical signal and 14 are A/D
converters which change into a digital signal the analog picture signal oatputted from an image sensor I 2.

[00153 The ORAM interface reading, and whose DRAM which stores temporarily the image data to which 16 is outputted from
A/D converter 14, and thumbnail image data and 18 write data to DRAM J 6, and 20 are digital disposal circuits which perform
camera signal processing to the output image data of A/0 converter 14 which was stored temporarily at 0RAM16 and read with
the DRAM interface 18. That is, a digital disposal circuit 20 generates the color difference data U and V by color interpolation,
matrix conversion, gamma processing, a gain adjustment, etc. while generating the brightness data Y by the color carrier removal
from the imago data read from DRAM16. aperture correction, gamma processing, etc.

[0016] 22 is a thumbnail creation circuit which resizes carrying out two-dimensional filtering of the image data (the main image
data) which is outputted from a digital disposal circuit 20, and by which camera signal processing was carried out, and creates a
thumbnail image. The temporary storage of the thumbnail image created by the thumbnail creation circuit 22 is carried out to
ORAM 16 with the DRAM interface 18. it is road, and is supplied to the B contact of s selector 24. The main image data outputted
from a digital disposal circuit 20 is impressed to A contact of a selector 24.

[0017] It is the buffer memory used for the compression circuit where 26 compresses image data by the JPEG method, and 2$
changing image data from the order of a raster in order of a block as pretreatment of the picture compression by the
compression circuit 26. The capacrty of buffer memory 28 is needed by the number of level pixels of the image data for
compression. Since carry out the temporary storage of the photography image data to DRAM 16, it is divided into itr is read to it

and camera signal processing by the digital disposal circuit 20 and compression by the compression circuit 26 ere performed, the
capacity of buffer memory 28 is smaii and can be managed with this example. Such a compression approach is indicated by
Japanese Patent Application No. No. 601 1 t ten to ]. 30 is a record medium which records the image data (the main image data
and thumbnail image d3ta) compressed by the compression circuit 26. for example, consists of a OF (CompactFlash) card, a PC
card, etc.

[0018] For example, when the number of pixels of the photography image by the image sensor 12 is 2 miliion-pixel order, the
general buffer capacity which is needed for a raster / block conversion can be found in the following formulas. Y:U:V=4;2:2, and
the brightness and the color difference of YUV, respectively 8 bits, [ ima#e data } [ the component rate of 1600 pixels of
horizontals, the perpendicular of 1 200 lines, and a JPEG method ] When division of an image is level ouadrisection and
perpendicular 1 2 division, the horizontal number Ha of pixels of one division The number Va of pixels of the perpendicular
direction of Ha=1600 / 4= 4001 division is set to Va=1200 / 12= 100, and is buffer capacity Q required for a raster / block
conversion. Q=VaxHax (number of bits of Y) (10 (number of bits of UV))
= 100x400x16 brts - 640000 bits = it becomes 80 K bytes.

[0019] Drawing ? shows the outline configuration block Fig. of the thumbnail creation circuit 22. two lines, the object for
brightness components, and the object for color difference components, — it is . The object for brightness components is

explained first The adder for the level pixel integral of the brightness data Y in 40 and 42 are latch circuits (D flip-flop) which
store the output data of an adder 40 temporarily, A latch circuit 42 outputs the data in front of 1 pixel, whenever horizontal 1

pixel is inputted. An adder 40 adds the output of a fatch circuit 42 to input data, and impresses an addition result to a latch
circuit 42. An adder 40 and a latch circuit 42 constitute a horizontal accumulator.
[0020] As mentioned above, if Y and UV are horizontalfy integrated with 1 0 pixels of YUV output data of the camera digital
disposal circuit 20 for 2 million-pixel image data separately in the field of ten lines perpendicularly whon dividing perpendicular 12
and carrying cut camera signaf processing, level quadrisectton and, the thumbnail image of the 1 60 pixel x perpendicular of 1 20
lines of horizontals can be created.

[0021] 44 — the 13-brt output data of a latch circuit 42 — 6 bits, 5 bits, 4 bits, and a triplet — it is the data bit selector chosen
according to set point B.SEL of a register 46 For any of the data which each carried out the right shift they are. That is, the right
shift only of the amount of bits of a request of the output data of a latch circuit 42 is carried out by the data bft selector 44.
That is. the division of the accumulation result by the adder 40 and the latch circuit 42 is done by tho exponentiation of 2,

thereby, the bit width of face of the integrating circuit of the direction of Rhine is reduced, and tho scales of the whole
integrating circuit are reduced appropriately.

[0022] An adder 48 and the perpendicular delay circuit 50 are perpendicular, and carry out accumulation of the output data of the
data bit selector 44, That is, an adder 48 adds the output data of the perpendicular delay circuit 50 to the output data of the data
bit selector 44. and supplies an addition result to the perpendicular delay circuit 50. The perpendicular delay circuit 50 consists of
the delay line for one line. The equalization circuit 52 outputs Y component of the thumbnail image of the same gradation (bft
width of face) as a division and an input image for the output of the perpendicular delay circuit 50 with the number of integral
pixels.

[0023] The circuitry of UV component is fundamentally the same as the object for Y components. However, in horizontal
accumulation, two latch circuits 56 and 58 are connected serially, and an adder 54 adds the output of the latch circuit 68 by the
side of the latter part to an input, and impresses it to a latch circuit 56. The latch circuit 66,438 as well as a latch circuit 42
outputs the data in front of 1 pixel, whenever horizontal 1 pixel is inputted. Since U component and V component carry out
alternation of the UV component at intervals of a pixel, it connects a levcJ latch circuit to two-piece series, and integrates With U
component and V component separately.

[0024] The data bit selector 60 carries out the right bit shift only of the predetermined number of bits of the output data of a
latch circuit 58 like the data bit selector 44 according to the set point of a register 46. It operates like an adder 48 and the
perpendicular delay circuit 50, and an adder 62 and the perpendicular delay circuit 64 are perpendicular, and carry out
accumulation of the output data of the data bit selector 60. The equalization circuit 66 outputs UV component of the thumbnail
image of the same gradation (bit width of face) as a division 3nd an input image for the output of tho perpendicular delay circuit
64 with the number of integral pixels.

[0025] The division of the equalization circuits 52 and 66 is realized in the right bit shift of the exponentiation of 2. and the
combination of the decimal multiplication to 0 to 1 time. Thereby, a circuit can be made small. Drawing .3 shows the outline
configuration block Fig. of the equalization circuit 52. The configuration of tho equalization circuit 66 is the same as the
equalization circuit $2.

[0026] The output data of the perpendicular delay circuit 50 input into an input terminal 70, The input terminal 70 has 12-bit
width of face so that the integral data in the preceding paragraph may not overflow. A limitcr 72 extracts the bits b10-b3 of the
12 bits (b1 1-b0) data from an input terminal 70, and when a bit b? 1 is T. ft outputs FFh. A limiter circuit 74 extracts the bits b9-
b2 of the 12 bits (b11-b0) data from an input terminal 70, and when a bit b 11 or b10 is T. it outputs FFh. A limiter circuit 76



extracts the bits b8-b1 of the 12 bits (bl 1~b0) data from an input terminal 70. and when bits b11 and b10 or b9 is 'V, it outputs
FFh. A limiter circuit 78 extracts the bits b7-b0 of the 12 bits (bl1-b0> data from an input terminal 70. and when bits bll, b10,
and b9 or b8 is *

1 it outputs FFh.

[0027] A selector 80 chooses the input data of Contacts 80a-80e according to set point SoL^og of a register 82. The bits bl 1 —
b4 of the 12 bits (bll-bO) data from an input terminal 70 input into contact 80a. The output data of limiters 72-78 input into
Contacts 80b-80e. respectively. For example, 3 selector 80 chooses contact 80e at the time of setreg^OOO." At this time, it

becomes the output of actual size to an input. At the time of 5ol_reg="00 1 a selector 80 chooses 80d of contacts. At this time,
it becomes a 1/2 twice as many output as this to art input At the time of sel_reg="01 0", 3 selector 80 chooses contact 80c. At
this time, it becomes one 1/4 time the output of this to an input. At the time of sel_reg="01 1 a selector 80 chooses Contact
80b. At this time, it becomes one 1/8 time the output of this to an input. At the time of sel, reg=" 1 00". a selector 80 chooses
contact 80a. At this time, it becomes one 1/16 time the output of this to an input.

[0028] After carrying out the multiplication of set point Gainj-eg of a register 86 to the output of a selector 80. the 7-bit right
shrft of the multiplier 84 is carried out. Gain.reg is 8 bits and can perform the multiplication from 1 to twice to the output data of
a selector 80 in the twice [ 1 time to ] as many range as this by the multiplication and 7-bit right shift of Gain_reg. The output
data of a multiplier 84 are outputted outside from an output terminai 88.

[0029] The equalization circuit 52 and the example of actuation of 66 are explained. Since it integrates with 1 0 pixels horizontally
when [ each ] one side creates the thumbnail image reduced to 1/10. "11" is set as the B.SEL register 46 and 1/8 data are
made to choose it as selectors 44 and 60. The output of data selectors 44 and 60 increases 10/8 1 -pixel time. Since it integrates
with ten lines at a time perpendicularly, it is set as sel_reg="t00" and an output is made to choose it as a data selector 80 1/16
time. It increases 10/16 time now. In this phase, it becomes 100/128 (25/32) twice 1 pixel. Gainreg= — as 'A4h' — a multiplier
84 — the output of a data selector 70 — it doubles 32/25 (1.28). By the above equalization, the image data outputted from an
output terminal 88 becomes the thumbnail image of the same gradation (bit width of face) as the input image of the thumbnail
creation circuit 22.

(0030] It returns to drawingJ and actuation is explained. The output of the thumbnail creation circuit 22 is wrrtten in DRAMI 6
through the DRAM interface 18. A selector 24 chooses the output of a digital disposal circuit 20. when compressing the main
image data in Which camera signal processing was carried out by the digital disposal circuit 20, and when compressing a thumbnail
image, ft chooses the data (thumbnail image data) from the DRAM interface 18,

10031] Wrth reference to drawing 4 , the actuation at the time of division processing is explained. Drawing 4 shows the mimetic
diagram of the thumbnail image creation in division processing Oravvi.Qg.4 (a) shows the division Fig. level quadriseotion and at the
time of dividing perpendicular 12 from a whole image, and ** (b) shows the division Fig. in the case of creating thumbnail drawing
by the same division processing.

(0032] As mentioned above, subject-copy image data (output image data of A/D converter 14) are 1600 pixefs of horizontals . and
the perpendicular of 1200 linos, and quadriseotion and when dividing 12 perpendicularly and processing, tho unit of 1 division
processing becomes the 400 pixel x perpendicular of 100 lines of horizontals horizontally. Subject-copy image data are road from
DRAM 16 in the unit of this division processing, and it is impressed by tho signal -processing section circuit 20. A digital disposal
circuit 20 changes this input image data into the YUV image data of Y:U:V*4:2:2. YUV image data is chosen by the selector 24, is
compressed by the compression circuit 26 by the JPEG method, and is recorded on a record medium 30.
[0033] The YUV image data generated by the digital disposal circuit 20 is impressed also to the thumbnail creation circuit 22, As
shown in grawing, 4 (a)r when reading subject-copy image data from DRAMI 6 and supplying a digital disposal circuit 20, a division
unit becomes the level 400-pixel x perpendicular of 100 lines, and 48 blocks of them exist on one screen. Since rt integrates with
the input YUV image of ten lines of the horizontal 400x perpendicular of 1 00 lines at a time and 1 0 pixels of thumbnail creation
circuits 22 equalize it at s time perpendicularly horizontally, they output the YUV image data of tho 40 pixel x perpendicular of
ten lines of horizontals. This YUV image data is written in DRAMI 6 with the DRAM interface 16.

[0034] As the order of processing of a division block is shown in drawing 4 (a), the left topmost part becomes the first processing
block, continues, and the topmost right-hand becomes the 2nd processing block. Furthermore, right-hand becomes the 3rd block
continuously and the right-hand becomes the 4th block. Since 4 blocks exists horizontally, as for a degree, the leftmost part
under one becomes the 5th block. Henceforth, it processes horizontally and processing is advanced to the block of a lower left
end at trie degree of a right ond block. Since image data inputs also into the thumbnail creation circuit 22 in order of this block
and the thumbnail image is created, on DRAM 16. 4 blocks is horizontally written in at a time sequentially from the Upper left
When processing of all blocks is completed, on DRAM 16, the thumbnail YUV image data of tho level 160-pixel x perpendicular of
120 lines as shown in drawing;, 4 (b) is stored.

[0035] After compression record of the main image data is completed, a selector 24 is ©witched to the DRAM interface 18 side,
and thumbnail image date is reed from DRAM 1 6. The compression circuit 26 compresses the thumbnail image data from a
selector 24 by the JPFG method, and records it on n rftr.nrri medium 30.
10036] Drawing S shows the outline configuration block Fig. of the 2nd example of this Invention. The same sign is given to the
same component as drawingJ . In the example shown in drawing 5 . the selector 92 which chooses whether the resizing circuit
90 and the resizing circuit 90 are used between a selector 24 and the compression circuit 26 was inserted. Other configurations
are the same as the example shown in drawing 1 ,

[0037] The resizing circuit 90 is a circuit which carries out enlarging or contracting of the input imago to the size of arbitration.
For example, when the output image of the thumbnail creation circuit 22 becomes sizes other than the horizontal 160x
perpendicular of 120 lines on account of division processing, the resizing circuit 90 resizes the image creeted by the thumbnail
creatton circuit 22 in the size of a convention of the 160 pixel x perpendicular of 120 lines of horizontals.
[0038] Division processing of the 16 pixel x perpendicular the unit of eight lines of horizontals is suitable for JPEG compression
processing in the compression circuit 26, and the number of vertical lines of 1 block of division processing is made into the eight-
line unit according to this, in this case, as shown in drawing 6 , all image data is level — division of 1600 pixels, the perpendicular
of 1200 Irnes. and an image — level quadriseotion and a perpendicular— since it becomes comparatively for 150 minutes, the
number Ha of division treated water Taira pixels is set to Ha=1600 / 4= 400, and the number Va of division processing vertical
lines is set to Va=1 200 / 1 50= 8.

[0039] When tho same division processing as the 1st example is performed in this division unit, on DRAM 1 6. the YUV thumbnail
image data of the 160 pixel x perpendicular of 150 lines of horizontals is Stored. This thumbnail image date is read with the DRAM
interface 18. and ft inputs into the resizing circuit 90 through a selector 24. The resizing circuit 90 reduces the perpendicular of
150 lines to 120 lines, and outputs it to a selector 92. A selector 92 chooses the output of the resizing circuit 90. and supplies it / /n



to the compression circuit 26. Like the case of the 1 st example, the compression circuit 26 compresses the thumbnail image of
the level 160-pixcl x perpendicular of 120 fines by the JPEG method, and records it on a record medium 30.
[0040] Even if it applies this invention to the system which consists of two or more devices, it may be applied to the equipment
which consists of one device.

[0041] Moreover, the program code of the software for realizing the function of the above-mentioned example supplies to the
computer in the equipment connected with the various devices concerned, or a system, and what carried out by operating said
various devices according to tho program in which the computer (CPU or MPU) of the equipment or a system was stored is

contained in it in the range of tho invention in this application in order operating vanous kinds of devices so that the function of
the example mentioned above may realize.

[0042] In this case, the storage which stored the means, for example, this program code, for the program code of said software
itseff to realize the function of the example mentioned above, and supply that program code rtself and its program code to a
computer constitutes this invention. As a storage which stores this program code, a memory card. ROM, etc. of a floppy disk, a
hard disk, an optical disk, a magneto-optic disk. CD-ROM. a magnetic tape, and a non-volatile can bo used, for example.
[0043] Moreover, also when the function of the above-mentioned example is not only realized by performing the program code
with which the computer was supplied, but the function of an above-mentioned example is realized in collaboration with OS
(operating system) or other application software etc. to which the program coda is working in a computer, it cannot be
overemphasized that it is contained in the example of invention which requires this program code for this application.
[0044] Furthermore, also when tha function of the example which the CPU with which the functional add-in board or a functional
expansion unit is equipped performed a part or alt of actual processing, and mentioned above by the processing is realized based
on directions of the program code after the supplied program code is stored in the memory with which the functional expansion
unit connected to the functional add-in board of a computer or the computer is equipped, it is needless to say in being contained
in invention concerning this application.

[0045]
[Effect of the Invention] Since creation Of compression record processing and a thumbnail image can bo performed to
coincidence following camera signal processing according to this invention so that he can understand easily from the above
explanation, the processing time at the time of photography can be shortened sharply, and the snapshot engine performance and
photography time lag can be improved sharply. Since the time amount which holds a subject-copy image on memory becomes
short, the number of sheets of burst continuous shooting which stores Subject-copy image data on memory can be increased,
[0046] Since an integrating circuit is used for creating a thumbnail image, the beautiful thumbnail image which a noise does not
generate by return in a small circuit can be created. Since the capacity of tha high-speed storage (for example, SRAM) used by
developing negatives by dividing a subject-copy image into plurality in an integrating circuit is also small reducible, a largo cost
cut is attained.

[Translation done.]



* NOTICES *

JPG and NCI PI arc not responsible for any
damages cause4 by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.+--*+* shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words arc not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]
[Drawing 1] it is the outline configuration block Fig. of the 1st example of this invention.

cQr^Wtng 2] It is the outline configuration block Fig. of the thumbnail creation circuit 22,

[Drawing 3] It is the outline configuration block Fig. of the equalization circuit 52.

[Drawing 4] It is the mimetic diagram showing the situation of division of the main image in division processing, and a thumbnail
image.

[Drawing 5] It is the outline configuration block Fig. of the 2nd example of this invention.

£Prawing._6j It is the mimetic diagram showing the situation of division of the main image in division processing, and a thumbnail
image in the 2nd example,

[Description of Notations]

10; Taking lens

12; Image sensor

1 4: A/D converter

1 6:DRAM
18: DRAM interface

20: Digital disposal circuit

22: Thumbnail creation circuit

24: Selector

26: Compression circuit

2$; Buffer memory
30: Record medium
40: Adder
42; Catch circuit

44: Data bit selector

46: Register

48: Adder
50; Perpendicular delay circuit

52: Equalization circuit

54: Adder
56 58: Latch circuit

60; Data bit selector

62: Adder
64: Perpendicular dotey circuit

66; Equalization circuit

70; Input terminal

72. 74, 76, 78: Limitcr

80; Selector

82: Sel.Reg register

84; Multiplier

86; Gain.Reg register

88: Output terminal

90: Resizing circuit

92: Selector

(Translation done.]


